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Executive Summary 

Please provide a plain-language summary of this combined report and continuation plans in terms of implementing key strategies, engaging the community, and enacting Receivership.  The summary should be written in terms 
easily understood by the community-at-large.  Please avoid terms and acronyms that are unfamiliar to the public and limit the summary to no more than 500 words.   

While the Pandemic provided many challenges for educators everywhere, we at Benjamin Franklin learned a great deal from the experience.  We had a mix of in-person, remote, and hybrid instruction, but in this last Trimester  
we were able to be fully in person four days a week for all families who wanted to send their students to school.  Throughout this experience, our faculty learned a great deal about utilizing the student Chromebooks as 
instructional tools.  This simply became the way we operated.  We, as a faculty, also learned how to utilize technology as a means to make us all more productive; we saw increased attendance from families in regularly 
scheduled meetings, and we were able to use the Google Suite as a means to keep us more collaborative and organized.  Given our shortened school day, we were also able to provide targeted intervention to our struggling 
readers after school this Spring.  The results from these interventions were tremendous!  
 
Looking forward to the 2020-2021 school year, we are excited to slowly see things return to normal, but we will not let go of all the things we learned.  Building leadership spent time with Mike Mattos, a consultant from 

Solution Tree, who gave feedback on the past school year and helped to create an action plan moving forward.  It was decided that the building did a nice job prioritizing standards for each unit; however, it was still too much to 

achieve Mastery.  Building leadership worked alongside the Shared Leadership Team on a plan for each grade level team to decide the most essential 3-5 standards a child must learn in order to be successful at the grade level 

and beyond.  Grade-level teams will be identifying these things over the summer as well as creating their action plan for how they will achieve mastery of these standards. We are also looking to shift the focus of our PLCs to 

discussions around how the entire grade level can support students struggling with these essentials.    

  

Attention – This document is intended to be completed by the School Receiver and/or their designee and submitted electronically to OISR@NYSED.gov.  The reporting portion of this document is a self-assessment of the 
implementation and outcomes of key strategies related to Receivership, and as such, should not be considered a formal evaluation on the part of the New York State Education Department. This document in its entirety must 
be posted on the district website. 
 

http://bcsd1bfes.ss14.sharpschool.com/notifications
mailto:OISR@NYSED.gov
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Please note - All responses submitted under the “2021-22 School Year Continuation Plan” heading should directly align with or be adaptations to the previously approved intervention plans and must have input from community 
engagement teams. 
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Directions for Parts I, II, and III - District and school staff should respond to the sections of this document by both analyzing and summarizing the key strategies that will be addressed in the 2021-2022 Continuation Plan to include 
anticipated processes for implementation and measuring impact on student learning outcomes.   
 
The 2021-2022 Continuation Plan is an opportunity for district and school staff to present their proposed actions and adaptations for the upcoming school year.  This is intended to create a framework by which the school 
transitions from the current year to the upcoming school year in a manner that represents continuous and comprehensive planning, with a clear focus on supporting student well-being, equity, and engagement.  The District should 
ensure the key strategies address the needs of all learners, particularly the needs of subgroups of students and those at risk for not meeting the challenging State academic standards.  District and school staff should consider the 
impact of proposed key strategies on student learning, as well as the long-term sustainability and connectivity of those key strategies to diagnostic review feedback.   
 
Part I –Lead Strategies for Improvement  
 

Lead Strategies for School Improvement  
Identify up to 4 lead strategies that are central to the school’s improvement plan. Lead strategies are key levers for improvement that are identified based on trends in student performance data to serve as overarching 
approaches for implementing strategically focused action plans for achieving demonstrable improvement.   

Final Report and Reflection on Lead Strategies Applied during 
January 16, 2021 - June 30, 2021 

 

Lead Strategies that will Guide the 2021-22 School Year Continuation Plan  

List the lead strategies that guided the school’s 
improvement work during the 2020-21 school year, 
including any that were discontinued.  

For each lead strategy, provide context for why the 
strategy was selected as a key lever for improvement 
based on data trends, as well as whether or not the lead 
strategy will be maintained during the next school year.  

List the lead strategies that will guide the school’s 
improvement plan during the 2021-22 school year. 

Explain why the lead strategy listed was selected 
based on current data trends, and how the lead 
strategy will help to achieve progress toward this 
year’s demonstrable improvement targets. 

1. Targeted Professional Development on 
Greg Tang Math  

We gave a mid-year survey to each grade level 
trying to gain feedback around their needs for 
the Greg Tang math website (Click here for 
results of the survey).  Building leadership then 
worked with our building’s Math Mentor to 
craft professional development around these 
strategies for grade level PLCs.  For some 
grade levels, we reached out to Greg Tang and 
had him provide this professional 
development by modeling lessons virtually 
with our own students.  

 

We have also continued to provide parent 
workshops with our Greg Tang math.  During 
these workshops Greg works with families 

1. Identification of essential 
standards 

This school year we spent a great deal of 
time working on prioritizing standards for 
each unit in reading and in math.  Given 
the pandemic and the gaps in learning for 
so many students, this proved to be 
important work.  We have come to 
realize that while this work helped to 
focus on what is most important, we also 
need to narrow our focus even more.  
 
Over the summer grade level teams will 
be working on identifying 3-5 essential 
standards that will become the focal 
point of the entire school year.  These 
standards will be what the grade level 
team feels are most essential for the 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1047z28GE8SJHuX5jzq0ASN8vChafkkfaJ1JRHCnefY8/edit#gid=756771893
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1047z28GE8SJHuX5jzq0ASN8vChafkkfaJ1JRHCnefY8/edit#gid=756771893
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explaining the why behind the math strategies; 
he discusses the big picture for math and he 
helps give parents strategies for working with 
their children at home. We will look to 
continue to provide this support next year 
especially as we will begin to implement Greg 
Tang’s new scope and sequence.  

success of the students at the grade level.  
In the upper grades these will be the 
standards which are most commonly 
covered on the NYS assessments.  The 
goal around these essentials will be full 
mastery.  Once these essentials are 
selected, teachers will begin to complete 
this essential standards chart.  As part of 
this chart, they will be mapping out 
prerequisite skills and when they will be 
taught. They will also be deciding 
extension standards to be taught, as well 
as creating the pre-assessments, 
benchmark assessments and post-
assessments.   
 
Reviewing our iReady math data, (click 
here) you can see that prioritizing our 
standards has helped us make overall 
growth; yet we haven’t mastered any one 
domain at any grade level. If we can focus 
more deeply on one standard and 
continue with the other priority 
standards, it will make for tremendous 
growth!  

2. Extended Day Reading interventions Throughout the past six weeks we have begun 
extended-day literacy interventions.  Given our 
mid-year F and P data, particularly for our 
black students, we had some concerns around 
reading levels and felt that students needed 
additional small group time (Click here for 
data).  We serviced a total of 30 students and 
saw tremendous growth in letter 

2 Extended Day interventions In the last six weeks of the school year, 
we began to hold extended-day 
interventions looking for students just 
below grade level who needed an 
additional boost in reading support, 
especially for those students who 
struggled and fell behind during the 
remote learning over the last year.  We 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15s3bAU85-v8f8kl2zcuefzYT9zZOp0Pc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15s3bAU85-v8f8kl2zcuefzYT9zZOp0Pc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mBTnCksrVl6Pp9QEkp6KgOgIrhaAng7v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mBTnCksrVl6Pp9QEkp6KgOgIrhaAng7v/view?usp=sharing
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identification, sight words, and F and P levels 
(Click here for pre and post data). This 
extended day opportunity is something we will 
continue to work on next school year with 
emphasis on our essential standards.  

saw tremendous growth in these 
students in just six weeks (click here).   
 
Thanks to the success we have seen this 
spring, this is something we plan to 
continue into next fall.  As grade-level 
teams hold their PLC meetings around the 
Essential Standards, they will be 
discussing students struggling to master 
the essentials.  Teachers will then begin 
to identify candidates for extended-day 
opportunities.   

3. Prioritization of Standards by unit Teachers have continued to work on 
prioritizing standards for both ELA and Math.  
Given the gaps that so many students came in 
with, it was critical that we start our focus on 
what is most important to each particular unit.  
This allowed us to relieve ourselves of many of 
the extension standards and spend our time 
on what students really need to know to be 
successful in the future. While we have seen 
more students find success with these 
standards, we feel we need to narrow our 
focus even more.  Next year we will continue 
this work but dive deeper, and each grade 
level will be selecting 3-5 essentials that every 
student will master by June.  

3 Changes into the structure of PLC 
and SLT meetings 

Currently, as outlined in our previous 
plans, our PLC meetings have been tight 
and effective but have a very wide scope.  
As we narrow our focus on instruction, 
we will also narrow our focus during our 
PLC meetings.  These meetings will now 
only focus on our essential standards and 
the students’ progress toward mastery of 
these standards.   
 
Teachers will be shifting their focus from 
the students in their class to students in 
the entire grade level.  During Tier 2 
instruction, students will be shared 
throughout the entire grade level to 
ensure we are as prescriptive as possible 
for every single student.  These groups 
will be changing at least weekly as we see 
progress in our students, and the 
groupings will be the focal point of our 
weekly PLC meetings.   

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit#gid=2120696073
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At our monthly Shared Leadership Team 
meetings (SLT), grade-level reps will be 
responsible for reporting to the team the 
progress being made toward each of the 
essential standards, along with the data 
from their most recent benchmark 
assessments.   

2. Digitizing our ELA and Math lessons for 
online instruction 

We have continued to utilize the common 
planning time on remote-learning Wednesdays 
in order to provide staff time to create digital 
lessons to go along with reading, writing, and 
math units.  Teachers are able to put these 
lessons into their Google classroom to be able 
to provide live feedback to students and to 
monitor their progress (click here for a sample 
from our third grade). Now that these digital 
resources have been created, we can continue 
to use them with minor adjustments next 
school year without having to provide 
additional time.  

4. Changes to our Tier 2 
instruction 

Building leadership met with Mike Mattos 
from Solution Tree.  As we discussed the 
needs of our building, it became 
abundantly clear that our most struggling 
learners were getting solid Tier 1 and 3 
instruction however, we were lacking in 
Tier 2 instruction.  For example, our most 
struggling mathematicians would be 
exposed to the scope and sequence on a 
topic such as fractions.  They would then 
receive remediation (Tier 3) on adding 
and subtracting without ever receiving 
additional support on the Tier 1 
(fractions).  As a result, as they might be 
improving in adding and subtracting, they 
were falling further behind in fractions.   
 
As part of our new approach discussed 
above, we will be having a defined Tier 2 
time in our schedule.  During this time, 
we will use flexible grouping where we 
will share students across grade levels to 
help best meet their Tier 2 needs.  We 
will gear these Tier 2 needs around the 
essential standards whenever possible.   

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12QN-Z-q7LZVgOAhY5Hnh5e9gmkDT0RP-
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12QN-Z-q7LZVgOAhY5Hnh5e9gmkDT0RP-
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As seen on the right side of this chart, we 
have closed gaps in all areas which is 
proof that remediation is helping.  In 
order for us to get more students on 
grade level, we believe we need 
remediation along with Tier 2 supports on 
Tier 1 essentials.  

Part II – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators-Level 1  
 

Level 1 Indicators 
Please list the school’s Level 1 indicators and complete all columns below. This information should provide details about how lead strategies will inform the implementation of specific strategies and action steps that will 
support progress toward the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.   

Identify Indicator Final Report and Reflection on Activities Completed during 
January 16, 2021 - June 30, 2021 

 
What specific strategies and action steps were implemented to support progress for each of 
the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  
 

• Provide the specific data/evidence used to determine progress and impact on instruction, 
student learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this period will inform future action 
steps.  
 

2021-22 School Year Continuation Plan for Meeting this Indicator 
 
 
Drawing from the information provided in the Final Report and Reflection on Activities, what specific 
strategies, and action steps will be implemented during the 2021-22 school year to support progress for 
this Demonstrable Improvement Indicator? 
  

• Provide a data-informed rationale for the strategies and action steps indicated. 

• Include a description of any adjustments made since the last reporting period along with the 
corresponding data used to inform the adjustment. 

Indicator #33 
3-8 ELA All 
Students MGP  
 

• All of our previously discussed initiatives are still in place and being 
fully implemented.  

• Building leadership met with Mike Mattos in late May to discuss 
next year’s master schedule and narrowing the building’s focus on 
essential standards. 

• We spent recent faculty meeting time reviewing the elements of a 
shared reading cycle. Teachers decided what they felt were the 
most important elements of a shared reading cycle.  We then used 
that as a starting point for our end of the year walkthroughs to 
provide teachers with feedback.  

 

• With things returning to normal instructionally, we will be moving our Reading 
interventions out of the classrooms and back into their normal roles within the 
building.  They will be working primarily with students providing Tier 3 
intervention.  We will also change the way we are scheduling these 
interventions to allow for them to be pulling groups from K-2 and 3-5 all at the 
same time.  This will allow them to share their students based on needs.  

• The building will be working toward increasing the quality of our Tier 2 
instruction.  After consulting with Mike Mattos from Solution Tree we have 
realized that our most struggling readers get their mini lessons (Tier 1) and 
guided reading (Tier 3 remediation) with little tier 2 interventions (to support 
the core or Tier 1 instruction). This spring when providing extended day 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15s3bAU85-v8f8kl2zcuefzYT9zZOp0Pc/view?usp=sharing
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• In this final quarter we were able to fully implement an extended 
day reading program.  This program was able to reach a total of 30 
students for an hour a day four days a week (with some students 
receiving a slightly different program based on need) 

o In this short cycle initiative teachers set goals for the ending 
and tracked the beginning and ending benchmarks.   

o Through these groups we saw impressive data in a very 
short period of time.  See data here 

 

opportunities, we allowed teachers to do instruction outside of guided reading 
to help support the Tier 1 happening in the classroom with students who 
shared similar needs. In doing so we saw a number of students closing gaps in a 
short amount of time (see results here).  We plan on continuing these extended 
day opportunities and also adding a defined Tier 2 time into each classes 
schedule.  

• As previously mentioned, we feel as though our work on essentials this past 
school year has helped us focus in on what is most important, but we need to 
get even more specific.  Over the summer, teachers are going to be spending 
time looking at what is most essential to success at their grade levels.  They will 
be completing the Essential Standards Chart which will outline how they will 
ensure mastery of the essential during the school year.  The chart will require 
teams to do the following: 
-Identify their minimal of 1 maximum of 3 Essentials in ELA and look to see 
where they fall in terms of scope and sequence.  They will then unpack that 
standard to gain a much deeper understanding of what it will look like.  
-Then they will have to decide what Rigor looks like for this standard.  They will 
be expected to provide either a detailed description of the end product or 
provide an actual sample (or both if applicable).  This will need to be put into 
the Essentials Chart as a clickable link to refer to at PLC meetings throughout 
the year.  
-Then they will look more deeply at what Prerequisite skills or standards will be 
necessary to master this essential/ smart goal.  This will be critical in helping 
our struggling students reach Mastery. For example, if fifth grade were to 
choose fractions with adding unlike denominators, we will first need our most 
struggling students to be able to have number sense, understand that a fraction 
is a part of a whole, compare unlike fractions, be able to add like fractions and 
much more.  This will be the road map for our Tier 2 intervention for students 
struggling to master the essential.  
-Next teachers will need to create common assessments around the 
essential.  This will include a pre-assessment, benchmark assessments, and a 
post-assessment.  They will also need to be accessible as links in the attached 
document.   

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit#gid=2120696073
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
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-Next teachers will investigate the scope and sequence and decide when this 
will be taught as Tier 1 instruction, which will also tell when they will need to 
begin building background knowledge during Tier 2 intervention time.   
-Finally, they will work on extension standards.  This will help guide the 
enrichment for our students who have shown mastery of the essential.  It will 
be critical that this isn't just moving to the next grade level but rather getting a 
much deeper understanding and moving to priority standards and beyond.  

• With these essential standards in place, we will shift the focus of our PLC time, 
dedicating it to the standards grade level teams have deemed most essential. 
We will also shift the focus of our SLT meetings to allow for reps to report out 
on how their grade level is progressing towards the essentials.  Then our SLT 
will work to support the grade levels with struggling students.   

Indicator #39 
3-8 Math All 
Students MGP 
 

• Teacher leaders have continued their work on scope and 
sequence for trimesters 2 and 3 Tang Math while prioritizing 
standards. Click for 2nd Grade Example 

• We have continued to utilized Math PLC time to work on creating 
digital lessons which will work for both online and in person 
learning. Click here for a 3rd Grade Example 

• Using the results on our mid-year survey our building’s math 
mentor has been offering PD to grade levels based around their 
needs. 

• Building leadership will be meeting with Mike Mattos later this 
week to work on next year’s master schedule allowing for 
maximum intervention time.  

 

 

 

• We will be returning our 1.5 Math Interventionists to their regular roles (They 
were utilized as classroom teachers during the pandemic).  The interventionists 
will be providing tier three remediation to our most struggling students in 
grades K-5 in addition to the Tier 2 interventions they will receive in their 
classrooms.  

• Much link you see in our ELA plan we will be asking teachers to identify 1-3 
essential standards from math that all students will master by the end of the 
year.  They will follow the same process in comple6ting the Essential Standards 
Chart.  This chart will guide how they will provide their Tier 2 interventions for 
both struggling and above grade level students.  It will also aide in their pacing, 
and assessment schedule. 

• With these essential standards in place, we will shift the focus of our PLC time, 
dedicating it to the standards grade level teams have deemed most essential. 
We will also shift the focus of our SLT meetings to allow for reps to report out 
on how their grade level is progressing towards the essentials.  Then our SLT 
will work to support the grade levels with struggling students.   

 

• We will also be looking to share our students for Tier 2 interventions, and we 
will gear these Tier 2 needs around the essential standards whenever possible.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lApWobGNwG5ZqDeiVtDTtXxOnDM7c180/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12QN-Z-q7LZVgOAhY5Hnh5e9gmkDT0RP-?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1047z28GE8SJHuX5jzq0ASN8vChafkkfaJ1JRHCnefY8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
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As seen on the right side of this chart, we have closed gaps in all areas which is 
proof that remediation is helping.  In order for us to get more students on 
grade level, we believe we need remediation along with Tier 2 supports on Tier 
1 essentials. 
 

Indicator #100 3-8 
ELA All Students 
Core Subject 
Performance Index 

• All of our previously discussed initiatives are still in place and being 
fully implemented.  

• Building leadership met with Mike Mattos in late May to discuss 
next year’s master schedule and narrowing the building’s focus on 
essential standards. 

• We spent recent faculty meeting time reviewing the elements of a 
shared reading cycle. Teachers decided what they felt were the 
most important elements of a shared reading cycle.  We then used 
that as a starting point for our end of the year walkthroughs to 
provide teachers with feedback.  

• In this final quarter we were able to fully implement an extended 
day reading program.  This program was able to reach a total of 30 
students for an hour a day four days a week (with some students 
receiving a slightly different program based on need) 

o In this short cycle initiative teachers set goals for the ending 
and tracked the beginning and ending benchmarks.   

o Through these groups we saw impressive data in a very 
short period of time.  See data here 

 

 

• With things returning to normal instructionally, we will be moving our Reading 
interventions out of the classrooms and back into their normal roles within the 
building.  They will be working primarily with students providing Tier 3 
intervention.  We will also change the way we are scheduling these 
interventions to allow for them to be pulling groups from K-2 and 3-5 all at the 
same time.  This will allow them to share their students based on needs.  

• The building will be working toward increasing the quality of our Tier 2 
instruction.  After consulting with Mike Mattos from Solution Tree we have 
realized that our most struggling readers get their mini lessons (Tier 1) and 
guided reading (Tier 3 remediation) with little tier 2 interventions (to support 
the core or Tier 1 instruction). This spring when providing extended day 
opportunities, we allowed teachers to do instruction outside of guided reading 
to help support the Tier 1 happening in the classroom with students who 
shared similar needs. In doing so we saw a number of students closing gaps in a 
short amount of time (see results here).  We plan on continuing these extended 
day opportunities and also adding a defined Tier 2 time into each classes 
schedule.  

• As previously mentioned, we feel as though our work on essentials this past 
school year has helped us focus in on what is most important, but we need to 
get even more specific.  Over the summer, teachers are going to be spending 
time looking at what is most essential to success at their grade levels.  They will 
be completing the Essential Standards Chart which will outline how they will 
ensure mastery of the essential during the school year.  The chart will require 
teams to do the following: 
-Identify their minimal of 1 maximum of 3 Essentials in ELA and look to see 
where they fall in terms of scope and sequence.  They will then unpack that 
standard to gain a much deeper understanding of what it will look like.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15s3bAU85-v8f8kl2zcuefzYT9zZOp0Pc/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit#gid=2120696073
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
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-Then they will have to decide what Rigor looks like for this standard.  They will 
be expected to provide either a detailed description of the end product or 
provide an actual sample (or both if applicable).  This will need to be put into 
the Essentials Chart as a clickable link to refer to at PLC meetings throughout 
the year.  
-Then they will look more deeply at what Prerequisite skills or standards will be 
necessary to master this essential/ smart goal.  This will be critical in helping 
our struggling students reach Mastery. For example, if fifth grade were to 
choose fractions with adding unlike denominators, we will first need our most 
struggling students to be able to have number sense, understand that a fraction 
is a part of a whole, compare unlike fractions, be able to add like fractions and 
much more.  This will be the road map for our Tier 2 intervention for students 
struggling to master the essential.  
-Next teachers will need to create common assessments around the 
essential.  This will include a pre-assessment, benchmark assessments, and a 
post-assessment.  They will also need to be accessible as links in the attached 
document.   
-Next teachers will investigate the scope and sequence and decide when this 
will be taught as Tier 1 instruction, which will also tell when they will need to 
begin building background knowledge during Tier 2 intervention time.   
-Finally, they will work on extension standards.  This will help guide the 
enrichment for our students who have shown mastery of the essential.  It will 
be critical that this isn't just moving to the next grade level but rather getting a 
much deeper understanding and moving to priority standards and beyond.  

With these essential standards in place, we will shift the focus of our PLC time, 
dedicating it to the standards grade level teams have deemed most essential. We will 
also shift the focus of our SLT meetings to allow for reps to report out on how their 
grade level is progressing towards the essentials.  Then our SLT will work to support 
the grade levels with struggling students.   

Indicator #110 3-8 
Math All Students 
Core Subject 
Performance Index 
 

• Teacher leaders have continued their work on scope and 
sequence for trimesters 2 and 3 Tang Math while prioritizing 
standards. Click for 2nd Grade Example 

 

 

• We will be returning our 1.5 Math Interventionists to their regular roles (They 
were utilized as classroom teachers during the pandemic).  The interventionists 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lApWobGNwG5ZqDeiVtDTtXxOnDM7c180/view?usp=sharing
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• We have continued to utilized Math PLC time to work on creating 
digital lessons which will work for both online and in person 
learning. Click here for a 3rd Grade Example 

• Using the results on our mid-year survey our building’s math 
mentor has been offering PD to grade levels based around their 
needs. 

• Building leadership will be meeting with Mike Mattos later this 
week to work on next year’s master schedule allowing for 
maximum intervention time.  

 

will be providing tier three remediation to our most struggling students in 
grades K-5 in addition to the Tier 2 interventions they will receive in their 
classrooms.  

• Much link you see in our ELA plan we will be asking teachers to identify 1-3 
essential standards from math that all students will master by the end of the 
year.  They will follow the same process in comple6ting the Essential Standards 
Chart.  This chart will guide how they will provide their Tier 2 interventions for 
both struggling and above grade level students.  It will also aide in their pacing, 
and assessment schedule. 

• With these essential standards in place, we will shift the focus of our PLC time, 
dedicating it to the standards grade level teams have deemed most essential. 
We will also shift the focus of our SLT meetings to allow for reps to report out 
on how their grade level is progressing towards the essentials.  Then our SLT 
will work to support the grade levels with struggling students.   

 

• We will also be looking to share our students for Tier 2 interventions, and we 
will gear these Tier 2 needs around the essential standards whenever possible.  
As seen on the right side of this chart, we have closed gaps in all areas which is 
proof that remediation is helping.  In order for us to get more students on 
grade level, we believe we need remediation along with Tier 2 supports on Tier 
1 essentials. 

 

Indicator #150 
Grades 4 and 8 
Science All 
Students Core 
Subject 
Performance Index 
 

• Teachers are working diligently to incorporate science into their 
literature selections.  

• We have also relied on our “Mystery Science” resources used in 
previous years.  

• We have also begun to create a “live lab” in our courtyard where 
students are beginning to take ownership of planter boxes which 
will help support our food pantry.  We are also working with 
Cornell Cooperative on other live lab items potentially, a small 
tadpole pond and a chicken coop. 

 

 

• We will begin the reimplementation of FOSS Science and we will be using it in 
grades 3-5.  As part of FOSS Science, students are frequently conducting 
experiments.  We will be creating a Science lab in the building where all three 
grade level kits will be held.  We are also looking at the possibility of having a 
TA work this lab part-time.  This person would be responsible for the setup of 
each lab and would keep in close contact with 3-5 teachers around which labs 
they will be doing at their weekly assigned time.   

• Having this lab setup will ensure that teachers are doing the FOSS science 
lesson on a regular basis so that they will be prepared for lab day.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12QN-Z-q7LZVgOAhY5Hnh5e9gmkDT0RP-?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1047z28GE8SJHuX5jzq0ASN8vChafkkfaJ1JRHCnefY8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15s3bAU85-v8f8kl2zcuefzYT9zZOp0Pc/view?usp=sharing
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Indicator #160 
3-8 Chronic 
Absenteeism - All 
Students  
 

• As a building we have continued to follow our district flow chart 
on attendance and sending letters at 5, day, 10 days, and 20 
days absent.  

• Our greatest struggle continues to be students who are not 
making contact with us and have moved.   

• We are working on broadening our after school extended day 
programs.  We have begun conversations about eSports teams 
here at Franklin 

• We are looking to give students more responsibilities here in 
school where we depend on them ie. caring for the live lab.  

• Chronic Absenteeism to date 
 

 

• Due to the pandemic, we have seen a rise in our Chronic Absenteeism numbers 
during the 2020-2021 school year (click here for data).  We have worked 
extensively with our families to try to ensure we are doing everything we can to 
support them in getting their children to school.   

• Due to the pandemic, many students are living outside of our district but are 
not re-registering their students in their new districts.  We will be sending 
report cards in the mail and for all those returned due to an incorrect address, 
we will be working with families to see where they are living and to have them 
enrolled in the proper school.  

• We are trying to implement additional lunch time or afterschool clubs where 
we can focus on students most at risk of chronic absenteeism.  In surveying 
children, we have learned that one of their greatest interests are video games.  
We will be implementing an eSports team next school year as a high-interest 
activity we hope will help get students to school 

• We are also trying to ensure our school community has their basic needs met 
so there are no barriers to students being here and focused.  We will be 
opening our community engagement room which will house a food pantry and 
laundry room for our families to use as needed.     

Indicator #180 
3-8 ELP Success 
Ratio - All Students 
 

• We have completed our books study with Dr. Hollie and his 
organization on Cultural and Linguistic Responsiveness and are 
moving into coaching cycles.  

o The focus of this book study was for our teachers to be 
able to better understand and respond to all rings of 
culture.  This is especially helpful for our teachers of 
English Language Learners.  

• We have begun to shift the way we are looking at data and can 
now more easily pull common assessments specifically for ELL 
students. This allows us to more carefully monitor these students 
throughout the year.  

o See example here 
 

 

• We will be implementing monthly PLC meetings and providing coverage so that 
we can have our ELL teachers at grade-level meetings to discuss the essential 
standards.  This will allow classroom teachers and ELL teachers to collaborate 
around the needs of these ELLs in mastering the essential standards.   

• We will continue to engage in CLR book studies and coaching cycles around 
cultural responsiveness.  These will again be offered to all teaching staff.  

• We will also continue to look at data by subgroup including English Language 
Learners.  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IuMSvhB0MjFNwEeGk1AWyVOYfjpLCv9X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IuMSvhB0MjFNwEeGk1AWyVOYfjpLCv9X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hGdMmwQLNWnWj836VxrjpBZ5Ttq4Z63X/view?usp=sharing
Attendance.JPG
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/168uOnDcXR1WnGeIrniyXkeucb9xh2tBLx1ME0q4DaeI/edit?usp=sharing
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Part III – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators-Level 2 
 

Level 2 Indicators 
Please list the school’s Level 2 indicators and complete all columns below. This information should provide details about how lead strategies will inform the implementation of specific strategies and actions that will support 
progress toward the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.   

Identify 
Indicator 

Final Report and Reflection on Activities Completed during 
January 16, 2021 - June 30, 2021 

 
What specific strategies and action steps were implemented to support progress for each of 
the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  
 

• Provide the specific data/evidence used to determine progress and impact on instruction, 
student learning, and achievement. 

• Describe how the data trends that emerged during this period will inform future action 
steps.  
 

2021-22 School Year Continuation Plan for Meeting this Indicator 
 
 
Drawing from the information provided in the Final Report and Reflection on Activities, what specific 
strategies, and action steps will be implemented during the 2021-22 school year to support progress for 
this Demonstrable Improvement Indicator? 
  

• Provide a data-informed rationale for the strategies and action steps indicated. 

• Include a description of any adjustments made since the last reporting period along with the 
corresponding data used to inform the adjustment. 

Indicator #86 
Teacher 
Turnover 
 

• Since our last meeting, we have been working hard to ensure that 
we maintain a positive morale throughout the building.  

• Recently Jonathan Alshimer, author of Next Level Teaching and 
motivational speaker, talk with our faculty.  

• We have continued to offered math PD around Greg Tang mMath 
based off teacher need.  

• We worked closely with our PTA to celebrate our staff in a 
different way each day throughout Teacher Appreciation 
Week.  We had hard signs, a BBQ, a snack day, thank-you cards 
from families and students, and a teacher appreciation video.  

 

 

• We will be allowing teachers to work with administration to completely choose 
what they deem to be the most essential standards from their grade levels.  

• We will be allowing teachers to take more control over their PLC time based on 
the needs of their students.  Administration will attend these meetings to help 
support grade-level teams but will allow for teachers to make the instructional 
decisions that will lead to mastery of the essential standards. 

• We will continue to use surveys to solicit feedback from teachers around what 
professional development they feel they need to be successful, particularly in 
terms of Greg Tang Math.  

• Next year Greg Tang will be providing the scope and sequence for all teachers 
so they will no longer need to work on creating their own.    

• We will continue to celebrate all the amazing work of our staff with shoutouts, 
our staff BBQ, and collaboration with our PTA.  

Indicator #103 
3-8 ELA Hispanic 
Core Subject 
Performance 
Index 
 

• All of our previously discussed initiatives are still in place and being 
fully implemented.  

• Building leadership met with Mike Mattos in late May to discuss 
next year’s master schedule and narrowing the building’s focus on 
essential standards. 

 

• With things returning to normal instructionally, we will be moving our Reading 
interventions out of the classrooms and back into their normal roles within the 
building.  They will be working primarily with students providing Tier 3 
intervention.  We will also change the way we are scheduling these 
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• We spent recent faculty meeting time reviewing the elements of a 
shared reading cycle. Teachers decided what they felt were the 
most important elements of a shared reading cycle.  We then used 
that as a starting point for our end of the year walkthroughs to 
provide teachers with feedback.  

• In this final quarter we were able to fully implement an extended 
day reading program.  This program was able to reach a total of 30 
students for an hour a day four days a week (with some students 
receiving a slightly different program based on need) 

o In this short cycle initiative teachers set goals for the ending 
and tracked the beginning and ending benchmarks.   

o Through these groups we saw impressive data in a very 
short period of time.  See data here 

 

interventions to allow for them to be pulling groups from K-2 and 3-5 all at the 
same time.  This will allow them to share their students based on needs.  

• The building will be working toward increasing the quality of our Tier 2 
instruction.  After consulting with Mike Mattos from Solution Tree we have 
realized that our most struggling readers get their mini lessons (Tier 1) and 
guided reading (Tier 3 remediation) with little tier 2 interventions (to support 
the core or Tier 1 instruction). This spring when providing extended day 
opportunities, we allowed teachers to do instruction outside of guided reading 
to help support the Tier 1 happening in the classroom with students who 
shared similar needs. In doing so we saw a number of students closing gaps in a 
short amount of time (see results here).  We plan on continuing these 
extended day opportunities and also adding a defined Tier 2 time into each 
classes schedule.  

• As previously mentioned, we feel as though our work on essentials this past 
school year has helped us focus in on what is most important, but we need to 
get even more specific.  Over the summer, teachers are going to be spending 
time looking at what is most essential to success at their grade levels.  They will 
be completing the Essential Standards Chart which will outline how they will 
ensure mastery of the essential during the school year.  The chart will require 
teams to do the following: 
-Identify their minimal of 1 maximum of 3 Essentials in ELA and look to see 
where they fall in terms of scope and sequence.  They will then unpack that 
standard to gain a much deeper understanding of what it will look like.  
-Then they will have to decide what Rigor looks like for this standard.  They will 
be expected to provide either a detailed description of the end product or 
provide an actual sample (or both if applicable).  This will need to be put into 
the Essentials Chart as a clickable link to refer to at PLC meetings throughout 
the year.  
-Then they will look more deeply at what Prerequisite skills or standards will be 
necessary to master this essential/ smart goal.  This will be critical in helping 
our struggling students reach Mastery. For example, if fifth grade were to 
choose fractions with adding unlike denominators, we will first need our most 
struggling students to be able to have number sense, understand that a 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit#gid=2120696073
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
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fraction is a part of a whole, compare unlike fractions, be able to add like 
fractions and much more.  This will be the road map for our Tier 2 intervention 
for students struggling to master the essential.  
-Next teachers will need to create common assessments around the 
essential.  This will include a pre-assessment, benchmark assessments, and a 
post-assessment.  They will also need to be accessible as links in the attached 
document.   
-Next teachers will investigate the scope and sequence and decide when this 
will be taught as Tier 1 instruction, which will also tell when they will need to 
begin building background knowledge during Tier 2 intervention time.   
-Finally, they will work on extension standards.  This will help guide the 
enrichment for our students who have shown mastery of the essential.  It will 
be critical that this isn't just moving to the next grade level but rather getting a 
much deeper understanding and moving to priority standards and beyond.  

With these essential standards in place, we will shift the focus of our PLC time, 
dedicating it to the standards grade level teams have deemed most essential. We will 
also shift the focus of our SLT meetings to allow for reps to report out on how their 
grade level is progressing towards the essentials.  Then our SLT will work to support 
the grade levels with struggling students.   

Indicator #113 
3-8 Math 
Hispanic Core 
Subject 
Performance 
Index  
 

• Teacher leaders have continued their work on scope and 
sequence for trimesters 2 and 3 Tang Math while prioritizing 
standards. Click for 2nd Grade Example 

• We have continued to utilize Math PLC time to work on creating 
digital lessons which will work for both online and in person 
learning. Click here for a 3rd Grade Example 

• Using the results on our mid-year survey, our building’s Math 
Mentor has been offering PD to grade levels based around their 
needs. 

• Building leadership will be meeting with Mike Mattos later this 
week to work on next year’s master schedule allowing for 
maximum intervention time.  

 

 

 

• We will be returning our 1.5 Math Interventionists to their regular roles (They 
were utilized as classroom teachers during the pandemic).  The interventionists 
will be providing tier three remediation to our most struggling students in 
grades K-5 in addition to the Tier 2 interventions they will receive in their 
classrooms.  

• Much link you see in our ELA plan we will be asking teachers to identify 1-3 
essential standards from math that all students will master by the end of the 
year.  They will follow the same process in comple6ting the Essential Standards 
Chart.  This chart will guide how they will provide their Tier 2 interventions for 
both struggling and above grade level students.  It will also aide in their pacing, 
and assessment schedule. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lApWobGNwG5ZqDeiVtDTtXxOnDM7c180/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12QN-Z-q7LZVgOAhY5Hnh5e9gmkDT0RP-?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1047z28GE8SJHuX5jzq0ASN8vChafkkfaJ1JRHCnefY8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
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• With these essential standards in place, we will shift the focus of our PLC time, 
dedicating it to the standards grade level teams have deemed most essential. 
We will also shift the focus of our SLT meetings to allow for reps to report out 
on how their grade level is progressing towards the essentials.  Then our SLT 
will work to support the grade levels with struggling students.   

 

• We will also be looking to share our students for Tier 2 interventions, and we 
will gear these Tier 2 needs around the essential standards whenever possible.  
As seen on the right side of this chart, we have closed gaps in all areas which is 
proof that remediation is helping.  In order for us to get more students on 
grade level, we believe we need remediation along with Tier 2 supports on Tier 
1 essentials. 

 

Indicator #115 
3-8 Math ED 
Core Subject 
Performance 
Index  
 

• Teacher leaders have continued their work on scope and 
sequence for trimesters 2 and 3 Tang Math while prioritizing 
standards. Click for 2nd Grade Example 

• We have continued to utilize Math PLC time to work on creating 
digital lessons which will work for both online and in person 
learning. Click here for a 3rd Grade Example 

• Using the results on our mid-year survey, our building’s Math 
Mentor has been offering PD to grade levels based around their 
needs. 

• Building leadership will be meeting with Mike Mattos later this 
week to work on next year’s master schedule allowing for 
maximum intervention time.  

•  

 

 

• We will be returning our 1.5 Math Interventionists to their regular roles (They 
were utilized as classroom teachers during the pandemic).  The interventionists 
will be providing tier three remediation to our most struggling students in 
grades K-5 in addition to the Tier 2 interventions they will receive in their 
classrooms.  

• Much link you see in our ELA plan we will be asking teachers to identify 1-3 
essential standards from math that all students will master by the end of the 
year.  They will follow the same process in comple6ting the Essential Standards 
Chart.  This chart will guide how they will provide their Tier 2 interventions for 
both struggling and above grade level students.  It will also aide in their pacing, 
and assessment schedule. 

• With these essential standards in place, we will shift the focus of our PLC time, 
dedicating it to the standards grade level teams have deemed most essential. 
We will also shift the focus of our SLT meetings to allow for reps to report out 
on how their grade level is progressing towards the essentials.  Then our SLT 
will work to support the grade levels with struggling students.   

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15s3bAU85-v8f8kl2zcuefzYT9zZOp0Pc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lApWobGNwG5ZqDeiVtDTtXxOnDM7c180/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12QN-Z-q7LZVgOAhY5Hnh5e9gmkDT0RP-?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1047z28GE8SJHuX5jzq0ASN8vChafkkfaJ1JRHCnefY8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SVqdrUIDBJ0Fyy68qlJhjCDM69hWo2W8-_MJxbRPHDs/edit?usp=sharing
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• We will also be looking to share our students for Tier 2 interventions, and we 
will gear these Tier 2 needs around the essential standards whenever possible.  
As seen on the right side of this chart, we have closed gaps in all areas which is 
proof that remediation is helping.  In order for us to get more students on 
grade level, we believe we need remediation along with Tier 2 supports on Tier 
1 essentials. 

 

Locally 
Measured 
Indicator 
Fountas and 
Pinnell Reading 
Level – Black 
students 
Fountas and 
Pinnell reading 
level – Black 
 

• In examining our mid-year data we are concerned about our 
black students being stagnant in F and P. See data graph here.   

• When we noticed this we began putting additional afterschool 
interventions in place.  These groups are not exclusively for black 
students however we tried to give them priority in these 
groups. Click here to see the data sheets we will be using for 
these six-week after school interventions. 

 

• We will be returning our Literacy Interventionist teachers back to their normal 
roles rather than utilizing them as classroom teachers next year.  

• We will be discussing student data by subgroup and will again be holding 6 
week extended day reading groups periodically throughout next school year.  
While these groups will not be exclusively for Black students, we will ensure 
that the needs of our black students are being met by these extended day 
groups.  We saw a great deal of success with these groups this Spring.  See 
results here 

 
Part IV – Community Engagement Team (CET) 

 

Community Engagement Team (CET) 
The role of the Community Engagement Team is to develop recommendations for school improvement by soliciting input through public engagement. Recommendations made by the CET, including how the school community 
was engaged to seek input/feedback to guide development of the school’s improvement plan, should be addressed in response to the prompts below. 

Report Out of 2020-21 CET Plan Implementation 
 

Plan for Use of CET Recommendations in 2021-22 

Describe how recommendations made by the CET during 2020-21 were used to inform implementation of the 

school’s improvement plan. 

• List the categories of stakeholders that have participated as members over the past school year. Note any 

changes made to the CET’s membership since the last reporting period.  

Describe how recommendations made by the CET during 2021-22 will be used to inform implementation of 

the school’s improvement plan. 

• Include any changes that will be made to CET membership for the 2021-22 school year. Include the 
role/title of any new members. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15s3bAU85-v8f8kl2zcuefzYT9zZOp0Pc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mBTnCksrVl6Pp9QEkp6KgOgIrhaAng7v/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit#gid=2120696073
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqurxBBvkQ4pBxkx5FDjixu9oINe6OGtuKjXVu4ucfQ/edit#gid=2120696073







